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Director Outlines Goal�,
Challenges and Strategies
By Melvin Jackson
The Office of Admission and Student
Recruitment recruiting policy ( Univer
sity mission statement) serves primari
ly the metropolitan area and the five
neighboring counties of DuPage,
Kankakee, Kendall, Grundy, and Will.

quest educational information. Work
shops and seminars are held in high
schools and colleges.
To increase GSU enrollment and

recruiting efforts, Pride disclosed that
in 1979, the Office of Admission and
Student Recruitment in conjunction
with the Provost' s Office, University

Recruiting efforts involve identifying
and evaluating educational needs and
concerns of those residing within the

University's 50-mile radius service
region. It also entails providing acess
to educational information to all
citizens, with special emphasis on ser
ving adults, minorities, females, and
the economical disadvantaged stu
dents. That was the statement of Mr.
Richard Pride, University Director of
Admissions and Student Recruitment
in a recent inte[view with the
INNOVATOR.
The Admission's Office On Campus
Recruitment Program consists of
person-to-person counselling services
and telephone counselling. Potential
students and citizens are given information about admission criteria and
procedures, academic programs, ca
reer strategies, credential evaluation,
procedures of forwarding transcripts
and other credentials. All these func
tions and duties are handled by three
full-time Admission Counselors: Dora
Hubbard (International Students
Credential Analyst and Admission Ad
visor), Ken Johnson (Off Campus
Recruiter and Admission Advisor), and
Gladys Rogala (who was recently hired
to assist and serve potential students
needs.

The Off Campus Recruitment Pro
gram entails direct mailing of informa
tion to potential students who may re-

Relations, Community College Rela
tions, Office of lnstituational Planning
and Research and the various colleges
( BPA, H UD, SH P, and CAS) developed
a new university wide target marketing
program. He further stated that the
Capstone agreements which had been
made with various community colleges
were reviewed along with information
regarding students dissemination
methods. As a result of these ar
ticulated agreements a modified
enrollment management program was
developed.

1

This management program evaluates
university-wide recruiting efforts which
uses micro-analysis techniques.
. RICHARD PRIDE UNIVERSITY DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
AND
GSU has two capstone type artieS UDENT RECR ITMENT
ulated agreements which is a matching
munity college level and two years in 196 signed articulation agreements
coopera tive educati onal program
with eight community college districts
work at GSU.
whereby a community college's 2 year
in the last few years. There are
academic program is matched with a
Of the 410 public and private feeder
presently 84 community college pro
GSU academic program for a 4 year educational institutions in the GSU ser
grams with 10 GSU BPA Programs; 5g
completion in a continuing major. Also vice region, 381 are high schools and 29
various community college programs
the 2 t 2 articulation agreement are community colleges. The nine
with 6 GSU SHP Programs; and 10
which lists the courses a student will
primary feeder colleges are Joliet
various community college programs
need to complete at the community Junior College, Praire State College,
with GSU's academic program areas in
college level for the pertinent Kankakee Community College, and
Psychology, Human Enviornmental
associate degree and the courses he Chicago City Colleges (Kennedy King
planning, Ecology and Conservation.
or she will need for the related
College, Olive Harvey College, Richard
GSU has a general articulation
Bachelors Degree at GSU. Mr. Pride J. Daley College).
agreement with the City Colleges of
noted that both programs signify two
Pride disclosed that the revised
Chicago and has presently articulation
years of academic work at the com- target marketing program has resulted
agreements involving 33 various city
college programs. Also in process are
13 articulation agreements involving 13
various programs in he colleges of
H LD and S H P. The University' s recruit
ment efforts is in direct relationship
with 197 specific programs of five com
munity college districts.

STUDENTS LINED UP FOR ADD AND DROP

T

U

Photos by Buzz Hume

•

To increase effectiveness of
in
dissemination of educational
formation and recruiting efforts in the
service region, joint pamphlets outlin
ing the two-step agreement with five
community c o l l e g e s h a s b e e n
developed. The director noted that five
2 + 2 pam phlets have been
developed and one is already i n pro
·
cess with city colleges. He further
disclosed that students from communi
ty colleges which do not have articula
tion agreements with GSU may also be
eligible for GSU programs that have
been linked by agreements with similar
programs in other community college
districts.
The success of the Office of Admis
sion and Student Recruitment Univer
sity Wide M arketing Program could
best be seen in fall trimester of 1980
enrollment. More than 4,853 students
were enrolled and served by GSU. This
continued PAGE 2
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Grant us the wisdom that we may learn to use our knowledge for a worthy pur
pose. Editorials, comments, cartoons, and captions represent the opinion of
the editorial board of The Innovator and do not necessarily represent the opi
nion of student representatives, the student body In the general, adviser, facul
ty, or administration of Governors State University. Signed editorials are opi
nion of Its author. The Innovator recognizes fairness-therefore welcomes rebut
tals, comments, or criticism.

"TU\'T\Ott \b:J... c.Ret>\'T�? NO W�'{-�1 WOIJLO ce�TROY PU��IC.
EOUCA'T\00 AD we KNO'N \'T ! ''

EDITORIAL
Textbooks: �et's Break The Monopoly
I

COUNSELOR'S CORNER
This issue of Counselor's Corner will
focus on the Center for Learning
Assistance, which is one of the units of
the Office of Student Development.
CENTER FOR LEARNING
ASSISTANCE
Most college students meet at least
one course ihat seems too difficul t to
master or discover some kind of skill or
information that needs to be acquired
before tackling work at the upper
division level. These problem areas
often have little to do with the ability of
the student. One of the most important
characteristics of the mature student is
knowing when and how to seek
assistance with academic difficulties.

GSU students have a place where
they can find the help and resources
they might need: the Center for Learn
ing Assistance. As an academic sup
port unit, the CLA gives students hel p
in how t o improve academic skills and
course performance.
The CLA provides, at no cost to the
student, tutorial assistance and a wide
variety of instructional materials and
activities directed toward helping
students learn the art of learning.
Tutors are available in basic skills
and many course-related areas, such
as grammar, writing, research paper
technique, spelling, reading, test
taking and study skills, research
design, accounting, algebra, statistics,
and calculus.

INNO VATOR
The CLA also has available a variety
of print and non-print materials that
may be used for self-study and hand
out materials that you can take with
you.

The CLA is located on F Balcony,
near the YMCA. Hours are Monday
Thursday, 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m., and Fri
day, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Our telephone
number is 534-5000, extension 2238.
You are welcome to drop in and get
to know the CLA staff and find out how
the CLA can be of help to you. The
more students we know, the better we
can serve the GSU student body.
UPCOMING WORKSHOPS/GROUPS
Improvin g Yo�:�r Study Skills Satur
day, September 19th, 10 am-12: pm.
Test Taking and Test Anxiety Satur
day, September 26th, 10am-12:30 pm.
The Research Paper Saturday, Oc
tober, 3rd, 10am-12:30pm.
Career Exploration Group, will meet
on four consequtive Tuesdays, Sept
15, 22, 29 and October 6, from 5:00 to
7:30 pm.
ALL THESE ACTIVITIES W ILL MEET IN
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT DEVELOP
MENT.
If you would like to attend any or all
of these workshops, please sign up in
the Office of Student Development, D
wing, 1st floN (across from the
cafeteria), 534-5000, ext. 2142 or 2431; or
in the Center for Learning Assistance,
F wing, 2nd floor, 534-5000, ext. 2238.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Letter Policy

� editor.

Readers are encouraged to write letters to th

Every year about this time students
complain and gripe at the rising costs
of textbooks. With school beginning,
the initial costs of housing, food,
telephone bills, and countless other
items you never thought you would
have to buy are compounded by yet
another expense - books.
The same complaints are heard at
the end of the trimesters when
students sell back their books at a
mere fraction of the original price. Like
most things in these inflationary times,
GSU Students can expect the price of
textbooks, both new and used, to con
tinue to rise. The question then is: How
long can we endure this pain?
Textbooks are a necessity. One must
have them to graduate from GSU, but
they seem to be the hardest thing to
give up hard earned money for.
One answer to these moans and
groans is to suggest to the Student
Government to initiate a Book Ex
change Program. To avoid being rip
ped off by the bookstore, we feel that it
is high time the SG began a book ex
change program in which students can
buy and sell their books. It will also
provide students with used textbooks
at a lower cost than the bookstore
does. We are convinced that students
will certainly take advantage of the sav
ings.

This is how we think the book ex
change program could be operated: At
the end of each trimester the SG col
lects books from students and the
students mark the prices they would
like to sell their books for. Then, at the
beginning of the next trimester the SG
organizes the books according to col
leges and departments and supplies
students to work at the exchange.
Students who want to sell their
books can work hand in hand with Stu
dent Government. The SG can charge
10-15 percent commission fee to com
pensate students who will volunteer
their services. Students can even
volunteer their services.
Although the cost may be very pro
hibitive, and the task very challenging,
many students out there will agree with
us that it is worth trying. We think that
the exchange is a much better deal
than the bookstore. Isn't it high time
we broke this monopoly with such a
program?

Letters must be no

longer than 300 words, type written, doubt� spaced. They are subject to editing.
Letter writers are expected to make their points in terms of issues, rather than
personalities.
Publications will always depend upon limitations of space, timeliness, and
relevance of material. Letters must bt;� signed by the author's title and/or major
and year in school. No unsigned letter will be accepted for publication. Name
may be withheld upon request, only upon consulting with the editor.

Admissions: Mission Impossible?
was an increase of 12% over the
"It is estimated that only six percent
previous fal l tri-semester of 1979 when of GSU students (175) use public
approximately 4,350 students were transportation to attain access to the
enrolled.
GSU campus. The rising public trans
The future goals of the Admission portation cost may eliminate some city
Office are to continue its present and northwest side segmented student
recruitment strategies to increase the markets from accessibility to the GSU
effectiveness of disseminating educa campus. It has not been projected what
tional information at the high school effect public transportation cost will
level, and to improve the GSU com have on GSU's capstone agreement
munication network, which involves programs, " he noted.
faculty, administrations, students,
A study conducted by the INNO
alumnies, and the supporting com VATOR showed that the average cost
munity involved in the recruiting pro to a student who commutes from the
cess.
city to GSU Campus is $11.00 a day.
Pride sees future recruitment prob Also, suburban riders who use public
lems to revolve around housing and transportation are facing a bus service
rental cost/availability, and transporta cutbacks dilemma rather than cost
tion cost. "To address the current dilemma faced by students who come
transportation crisis, the university has from the city.
developed extension centers and vari
ous articualtion agreement satellite ••••••••••••••
centers," Richard Pride stated.
• The Innovator is published bi- •
e weekly. Students are responsible•
e for the content of the Innovator and e
• views presented do not necessari- e
ly represent, in whole or in part.•
e
those of the Governors State•
•
university Administration. Faculty
•
•
or l? tudents. Columns that carry
• by-lines are the opinion of the•
eauthor and do not necessarily•
•
erepresent that of the Innovator.
Office hours are 9:00 am to 5:00 e
Monday through Ft iday. e
p.m.
.
Phone (312) 534-5000 Ext. 2260 or•
•
2140 for news and advertising in•
•
formation.
• The Innovator is printed by the•
•Litho Type/Midwest Community•
e
ePress in Lansing, ILL.
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Buzz Hume
INDIAN LEAVES

The second ses�ion of the Student Senate has just ended and
.
.
t e third sess1on IS due to begin after the forthcoming Senate elec
tions slated for Sept. 22 . CamJ:?US Comments in this issue asks the
.
followmg people who ar� assoc1at·ed with the student uovernment
about what they feel of the leadership, roles
a chievem ents ana
failur�s of the last session The opini�ns exores ed in this Column do
.
not m any way reflect, express or 1mphed the views of the University
'
the faculty or the IN.NOVATOR, but those of the inter viewees.

�

�

As a Senator, I have learned a lot
because of my interaction with col
leagues and students at large. In the
Senate, we are concerned with produc
tive things that will benefit GSU
Students especially those coming to
the University for the first time. Our
main problem as I see it, is how to br
ing together these people with diverse
backgrounds to achieve a common ob
jective. The relationship between the
Senate and the University Administra
tion is superb and cordial.
On the Stipend Policy, I think that it is
unfair but on the other hand it is fair
because it is like you get from work
whatever you put into it. I don't
think that the policy will lower the

DR. FRANK BORELLI, DEAN
STUDENTS AFFAIRS
My impression about the Student
Senate is that it is still a developing
maturing body although it has been in
existence for two years. The Senate is
still trying to identify itself within the
University. One way of doing this is by
deciding what issues it can be involved
with or not to be associated with.
The Student Senate needs ideas and
these ideas ought to come from stu
dents. Students should be involved in
student government and affairs. Unfor
tunately, the average student is too far
removed from student government. I
would like the Senate to get its mem
bers and students involved in institu
tional committees. I think that for stu
dents who join, it is a learning ex
perience.
I do not see low morale or lack of en
thusiasm among students who want to
run for senate positions, because of
the recent elimination of automatic
stipends to senators. Joining the Stu
dent Government is to the best interest
of a student. I think that the new sti
pend policy which is based on merit,
will strengthen the senate rather than
weaken it.
A student senator who is on acade
mic probation cannot be expelled as of
now, from the Senate because there is
no poltcy on the question of probation.
However, beginning this academic
year (fall) we are proposing a policy on
the status of student senators who are
on academic probation or suspension.
As from this fall, senators as well as
potential candidates for any senate
seat, must be academically viable.
Enrollment proposal of five credit
hours (min.) is going to be required for
any person seektng student appoint
ment.
Overall, my relationship with the
Senate has been friendly and cordial.
We respect each others viewpoints,
although there may be differences of
opinion.
We eliminated the photo ID cards
this fall because they are becoming
cost prohibitive, and also due to the
high rate of student turnover. I do not
see any changes of going back to
photo ID's.

G LYNIS GORDON, SENATOR

morale or interests of students who
want to join the Senate. It is to the
credit of the students. I am in favor of
any policy barring senators as well as
students who are on academtc proba
tion from performing or seeking any
senate seat.

MS. ANGIE THOMAS, PRESIDENT
CIVIL SERVICE SENATE
My contact with the Student Senate
has been very indirect and most of the
time through the Coordinating Council
- composed of the three presidents
and Beverly Beeton who is the Admini
strative Representative. The three
Senates have been cooperative with
each other and I think that is very im
portant. The students have been very
enthusiastic about having their own
Senate and I think that is a good idea.
The Senate has been doing a nice job
and my credit goes to the entire Senate
and Its leadership. Although we both
cover different areas and address dif
ferent issues, my relationship with the
Student Government has been cordial
and friendly. The coming years will be
very challenging to the Student
Senate.
The elimination of automatic sti
pends pay to senators will certainly
have some impact but on the other
hand, students should not look for
monetary rewards when they join the
Senate. I think it is a learning ex
perience. Although there is no existing
policy regarding the status and treat
ment of senators who are on academic
probation, I think that a policy should
be proposed and implemented barring
any potential student on probation
from seeking any leadership position
or seat in the Senate.

So this guy says to me
Come on Hoey
Speak some of these Blues that's
Got you down.
Hoey, open up some
You were the guy who planted
That garden
For the Old Folks.
My thoughts have glazed into
A plane of my mind that
I don't want to go.
Go ahead Hoey and walk in your mind
Go ahead and face some of those
Tears and fears
The Dead Maw
The Dead Dawg
(My confidant and pal)
Go ahead and smoke those
smokes that go down like candy
Go ahead and drink those
Beers and cheap wine
Go ahead and sip that
Syrup (Knot Maple) and smoke those
Reefer Joints. Play kid's games and
Cancel today and tomorrow.
Go ahead and put your
Imagination in
Your left hand and
Fake out Love
Go ahead and heal the
Rabid dog
Go ahead in the Sand hills and
Say "Yes Sir Boss, I'm on
My way."
Go ahead and hear
Someone say
"I gotta go."

--

PROFESSOR BOB PRESS,
PRESIDENT FACULTY SENATE
I have worked closely with the Presi
dent of the Senate. 1 think that he has
an understanding of the need to work
closely with the other two senates and
the administration. I would hope that in
the future that a greater trust will
develop between the three senates
and the administration. I would hope
that in the future that a greater trust will
develop between the three senates
and the administration. I would like to
encourage as much as possible that
students who take on university-wide
commtttee responsibilities and partici
pate widely in these committees.
Students should be able at this stage
to understand the power and respon
sibilities of the Student Government.
There is more student involvement
under the Senate System than it was
under the Assembly System. As a way
of developing understanding and trust,
I would like to extend invttations to
students who wish to attend Faculty
Senate Meetings.
The incentives for participating in the
Student Senate should be related to
academic programming. It could be us
ed as a field experience either as a
course or the equivalent of a coopera
tive job. If the latter was chosen, then
financial enumeration will be given and
the experience will be evaluated. In
any case, participation in the Senate
will help to fulfill one of GSU's action
goals - which is to develop the skills
and attitudes necessary for full citizen
ship participation.

Student Election!
-Be sure to vote
on Sept. 22

TOMMY DASCENZO, DIRECTOR
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
I strongly feel that it is wise for
students to join organizations such as
the Student Senate and university
wide committees. Classroom ex
perience is not the end of the line.
There are lots of things that can be
learned outside the traditional
classroom set-up. Working in groups
can help students a lot and the Student
Activities Office is designed to meet
the needs of the students.
The Student Senate has grown
tremendously and its base of leader
ship is growing stronger every day. 1
am excited and I am looking forward to
working with new senators after the
September 22 election. I really see the
Senate as a learning and educational
growth for students. I think that it is
part of the University experience and 1
feel very positive about the whole set
up.
Because of the efforts of the last two
years. I believe that this third senate
session will be more cohesive. I would
encourage every student to participate
in student organizations. I will always
continue to maintain an open door
policy and to improve the lines of com
munications with students.
We decided to do away with photo
ID's because of the tremendous turn
over. We are running tremendous
outlays every trimester to have these
photos printed. It has bdcome cost pro
hibitive. It was a difficult decision. but it
had to be made.

I love a girl with nine
Lives
The walk in my mind leads
To a girl with
Snow shadow eyes
The worn canvas of my shoes
Tells me
I've got to get up and
Laugh
All Praise to God
by G. McEwen
FINDING WOMAN
Somewhere there is woman!
Crackling shells to birds ragged.
whisper
centering in on heaven's darkness
to give what can like, love, like,
to warm gut growing in feather
hardness
to mold the hung and joy the up
wards,
to invertness hold strong deep and
hollow
to splendidly throw back the hill
that smooth,
to face forever in deep brown eyes
to tall black and brown around the
shrugging,
to white the slope of shaking lenth
to fallow each blue inner pointed,
to slender toward wide limp notches
to spoke the river bar and pebble.
to turn the flat warm senses
to hold the almonds in her mouth.
By Curtis Taylor
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Civil Service Merit Award
Nominations Slated For
Sept. 22
A Merit Award Program has been an·
nounced for non-negotiated Civil Ser
vice employees tor the purpose of con
ferring honor on the exceptional
employee and to encourage
employees to enhance their work effi
ciency. The number and size of awards
will vary each year with the value of the
award not becoming part of the base
salary. For FY81, up to one-half of the
non-negotiated Civil Service staff who
were status employees as of June 30.
1981 and who had been employed at
GSU tor at least one year may receive a
Merit Award it they satisfy the criteria
as determined by the Merit Selection
Committee.
In the following paragraphs is
described the rules tor eligibility, per
formance criteria, and the procedure
tor implementing the program. All
nominations must arrive in the Office of
the Vice President for Administration
by September 22. Official forms tor
submitting nominations may be
secured from Mrs. Evelyn Pegues in
this office.
It should be noticed that the pro
cedure tor nominating candidates has
been changed this year to allow
nominators to include all Civil Service
staff, faculty, students, and A&P per
sonnel. The intent is to provide full par
ticipation by the University's communi
ty.
Eligibility: The merit program will be
open to all permanent non-negotiated
Civil Service employees who have
completed a minimum of one year
employment at GSU. Merit awards will
be granted for meritorious service per
formed during the fiscal year for which
the awards are being given. No
employee will be eligible for con
secutive year awards:

Criteria for merit awards: Definition Merit Awards are: (1) awards granted
for continuous performance exceeding
job requirements or performing at a
continuously high level of service, (2)
awards for special acts or services that
enhance GSU, or (3) awards for
adopted suggestions that save the
University money or provide other
benefits to the University.

Merit awards granted for excellent
performance
1. Perform regularly over and above the
normal requirements of the job.
2. Makes a significant contribution out
side the employee's area of immediate
activity.
3. Demonstrates unusual competence
in unanticipated situations.
4. Increases noticeably the output of
the employee's unit.
5. Enables the employee's unit to meet
unusual demands through per
formance of higher level duties on the
employee's own initiative.
6. Makes a significant contribution to
the general uplifting of morale.
7. Makes a conscious effort to give ex
tra help or go the extra mile.
8. Demonstrates consistently a level of
excellence within the job description.
9. Outstanding participation on Univer
sity Governance or other University
wide committees·.
Merit Awards for Special Acts or
Services
A special act or service is a singular
contribution which is relatively easy to
identify. For example, it might be an
act of heroism. a scientific accomplish
ment, or exemplary performance on a
special project. It should not be dif
ficult for the supervisor or other person
having knowledge of the accomplish
ment to furnish a brief account of it.
When the accomplishment is closely
connected with the performance of
normal duties, It is necessary for the
supervisor to also indicate how it was
beyond the scope of normal activity.
For example, if an award recommenda
tion is based on an employee having
quickly handled an emergency situa
tion, it would be necessary to not only

September 15, 1981
explain the specific nature of the
be on an official form. The purpose of
emergency, the unusual difficulties imthe Merit Selection Committee will be
posed by it, and what the employee did
to determine those Civil Service
to solve them, but also to explain in
employees who will be recommended
what way the handling of the situation
to the President for receipt of a merit
exceeded normal job requirements.
award.
Merit Awards for Adopted Suggestions
The suggestion award is designed to
STUDENT CREW FILMS
encourage employees to submit constructive ideas to improve the operaLOCAL NEWS GROUP
tion of the University. Suggestions
should propose a new or better way of
A six-member Governors State
doing things. They should include
University student crew, under the
ideas which:
supervision of professor Marian Mar
a. Improve- Service to the Universi
zynski, filmed the recent Surburban
ty and its public, efficiency, morale
Black American newsmagazine recent
b. Save - Time, effort, materials,
meeting. The "film scene" was shot
money
on location at the Park Forest home of
c. Reduce - Costs, waste, safety
editorial director, Bettie Pullen-Walker.
hazards
With a continuing interest in applied
d. Eliminate - Unneces�ary opera
media communications, Pullen-Walker
tions and records, duplications, un
is a member of Marzynski's Graduate
necessary complicated procedures
Film Production class. She was the
e.
Proposed - Streamlined
producer/director of the filming which
methods, safer methods
combined the completion of a class
An award may be granted for proposals
project and the editorial group's ongo
which concern matters either within or
ing efforts to lay the groundwork for
outside the employee's job respon
the release of the newsmagazine.
sibility. If within the employee's job
The experience provided a visual
responsibility, the suggestion must be
record of community interest in
over and above the kind of ideas nor
establishing a black voice in surburbia;
mally expected at that level. The
a record that can be preserved beyond
following should be considered when
this time and place. Since it is the pro
evaluating a suggestion:
fessor who ultimately determines the
a. Is the employee expected or re
merit of a student's project, Mar
quired to make suggestions of the type
zynski's interest in the filming
under consideration? If so, is there
demonstrates an important role of the
anything that is special or unique about
university in relating to the life of the
this particular one?
surrounding communities.
b. Is the nature of the suggestion
In 1978, Pullen-Walker was a
such that the employee's performance presenter in the annual GSU " Race,
would be judged less satisfactory if
Language, and Culture Workshop".
he/she had not made the suggestion?
sponsored by Dr. Roger Oden, hairman
c. Is the suggestion one pertaining to
of Intercultural Studies. Joing her in
the immediate work area which the
the current project is Dr. Alma
employee can place into effect without Vineyard (CAS) among other sur
consulting higher authority?
burban residents including Charles
Shelton, Felicia Perkins, Emily Willis,
P r o c e d u r e s f o r N o min ati o n :
Jolene Roberts, and Lucille Thurman,
Employees can b e nominated b y any
who were present for the filming.
GSU faculty, staff, or student;
As participant and producer I director
however, no person may nominate
of the film project, Bettie Pullen
more than two employees. The
nomination must be accompanied by Walker's concern was keeping the
two letters which shall include one fron camera action on the activity schedul
the supervisor and/or unit head, and ed tor shooting. The filming was a prac
one additional letter. The nominess tical application of skills acquired in
shall be given the opportunity to sub the Graduate Film Production class as
mit a supporting letter on his/her own well as a learning/teaching experience
behalf. All nominations should be sub tor students and the professor. That is,
"What do students shoot on location
mitted to the office of the Vice Presi
when given a specific assignment?
dent for Administration,
which office will screen the applica "What is the role of the student crew?"
The student crew might be concern
tions for procedural compliance and
eligibility and remove names and ed about the implication that the
assign identification code numbers. camera is an "eye". The pro
These nomination forms and sup ducer/director would be concerned
porting materials will be forwarded to about the limitations and possibilities
the Chairperson of the Merit Selection for "directing" the film crew. The
Committee. The Merit Selection Com focus of an on location filming would
mittee shall be comprised of two facul then be: When is an activity in the field
ty members, two non-negotiated Civil relevant to the shooting assignment?
Service employees, and the Director of Does the producer/director "censor"
Personnel. The President of the Facul the camera in doing selective
ty Senate shall recommend four faculty shooting? Is it the responsibility of the
members to the Executive Committee student crew to assume the role of
of the Civil Service Senate which com "newsmen" when on class assign
mittee shall then select two tor ment?
The shooting provided the op
membership on the Merit Selection
portunity
for exploration of these ques
Committee. The President of the Civil
Service Senate shall nominate four tions in future class discussions. The
Civil Service employees to become class will be able to examine the meanmembers of the Merit Selection Com ingtul content of the "film scene". and
mittee and the Executive Committee of to appraise the techniqyes of the stu
the Civil Service Senate shell select dent as artist. Above all, they will be
two for membership on the Merit able to assess their roles as future
Selection Committee. During the initial cameramen on assignment in the real
year of the implementation of this pro workaday world.
On the class projec.t were Graduate
gram, Civil Service employees who will
Production members Ron
Film
be eligible to serve on the Merit Selec
tion Committee shall be only those McDonald, George Gilmer, Jim Fraher,
non-negotiated persons who received Peter Joseph, Cindy Overton, and
merit for FY80 work performance and Henry Leveling.

who were not recommended for merit
awards for FY81 work performance.
Thereafter, Civil Service members
shall be non-negotiated persons who
receive merit awards during the
preceding year and who will not be
eligible for a consecutive year award
due to the aforementioned prohibition.
The Merit Selection Committee should
be constituted so that it endeavors to
meet Affirmative Action guidelines.
The Committee should select a chair at
its first meeting. All nominations must
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I
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I
1 • No Investment!
• Professional Sales Help 1
I
Provided
I
1 • Incentive Programs I
1
• Sell over 60 Top Brands!
I • BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
I
I
I
Call or Write
Serloualnqulrlea ONLY!
I
I
I

AUDIO OUTLET, INC.
10 Commerce Ct tAm 2111
Newark. NJ 07102 t201t 622 3250
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GSUmor
by Buzz Hume

HAPPY SQUAR E ROOT DAY, GSU!
Actually, that is old news, but as of this
writing, you can get the year (81) by
multiplying the day by the month (9x9
equals 81). Pretty profound, eh? Well, it
made my day. Which wasn' t too hard to
do, considering that I found my laundry
floating in the washing machine,
another loud baby moved into the
apartment next to me, and the last date
I had was in a bowl of cereal ....
My professors are all united in the ol'
"hit the ground running" principle,
and my schedule is starting to look like
scripts for "Mission: Impossible." I'm
sure all of my faithful readers (and
some of the unfaithful too) know what
Fall means, and the INNOVATOR is
right on top of things. There's the tradi
tional Registration Roundabout and
Acquisition of Overpriced (Used)
Books (see "Textbooks: Let's Break
the Monopoly"), followed by the
discovery of who's in your class - and
who is teaching it ( "University Prof.
Appointed Chairman" ), and the hope
that whoever it is, they won't ask too
much ("Hospital Seeks Blood Dona
tions").
Some of us are searching for things.
Reading the INNOVATOR will help you
here, too. Whether your goal be money
for school ("Youth Grants Now
Available") or in the form of precious
stones ("A Diamond, From A Friend's
Form").
Or perhaps you're looking for a bite
to eat - we cover food too (Szabo Food
Service Menu")! You may even glean
information on new relationships from
these pages ( "Finding Woman" &
"Changes in College Sex Attitudes").
Surely a practical tabloid!
In any event, I think we can over
come the little problems in our lives
and laugh a little. Just last week, when
I was locked out of the INNOVATOR of
fice, 1 found solace in the TV lounge
nearby. The "Little Rascals" was on,
and I was astonished at how grown up
kids could appear. One little guy
(Spanky) was babysitting a bunch of
slightly smaller children. Of course,
they tore the house apart. despite the
valiant attempts of Spanky - who even
tried glue to make one tyke sit still.
All the little ones were sitting around
listening to Spanky telling a story (Tar
zan, no less, but probably without Bo
Derek), and this one rugrat kept saying
"Remarkable" over and over. Spanky
kept telling him to shut up, but to no
avail. Finally, Spanky asked, "Can't
you say anything else?" To which the
kid said, "Of course ... (a pregnant
pause) Remarkable."
It dawned on me why I don't watch
TV very much (typical media student!)
"The Medium Is The Message" as we
say in CAS, and the message from this
media is simply, " Remarkable!"
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Studies Show

UNIV. PROFESSOR APPOINTED
CHAIRMAN

Students More
Self-Centered,

HOROSCOP�E

Still Liberal

•

(CPS) - The 1981 American student
body is either more conservative than
students of the past, no less liberal, or
both - according to two recent studies
of political and social values.
A Rutgers University survey of 205
campuses concluded students today
are as politically active as ever.
"The only major difference between
now and the sixties is that there was a
central issue with Vietnam that drew a
great amount of media coverage," con
tends Michele Lamoal, one of the
Rutgers researchers who oversaw the
survey.
The study found that the number of
demonstrations on campuses has de
creased by only 11 percent over the
last two years.
A University of Florida study, on the
other hand, "seems to show that
students mostly care about them
selves," summarizes Phyllis Meek,
UF's associate dean of student affairs,
who helped poll the student body.
Florida students preferred alcohol to
marijuana at parties by a three-to-one
margin. Their most pressing concerns
are grades, inflation and unemploy
ment, all of which Meek characterized
as personal concerns.
When it comes to labeling student
beliefs, contradictory studies like
Rutgers' and Florida's are typical.
The annual UCLA-American Council
on Education survey has shown a
steadily-declining number of students
who call themselves "liberal," while
the percentage subscribing t o
"moderate" a n d "conservative"
labels increased.
A February, 1981 study discovered
that 68 percent of the students at Stan
ford agreed that "preparing myself for
a career will be at least as important to
me as acquiring a general education."
Yet 84 percent of American students
believe student demonstrations "have
a place on college campuses today,"
according to a 153-campus poll con
ducted by the Emhart Corp., Inc.
The same survey found students not
only optimistic (83 percent expected to
be happy during the eighties), but
sharing many of the anti-big business
attitudes that marked the hey-day of
campus liberalism.
Business Today magazine un
covered similar anti-business, pro
environment attitudes in a survey of
202 schools released in June.
The magazine asserts the results of
its study mean that students are no
less liberal than in the past.

SEXUALITY WORKSHOP
The South Suburban Area YMCA is
offering a new informative workshop
on women's sexuality. The four ses
sion workshop will meet on Thursday
evenings from 7:30 to 9:00 P.M. begin
ning October 1, with the exception of
October 8, through October 29 All ses
sions will be held at the YW Center in
the Park Forest Shopping Plaza.
The facilitator of the Women 's Sex
uality Workshop will be Joyce Klein
hans who has an M.A. from the Univer
sity of Chicago and is an experienced
family therapist and instructor.
The workshop will focus on women's
sexuality from several points of view.
The effect of attitudes and values on
sexual expression and self-image, the
sexual response cycles, and women's
sexuality through the life cycle are all
topics to be discussed.
The fee for this four seri.Js is $20.
Pre-registration is required, to do so
please call the YW at 748-5660.
•
.

Dr. George Michel
George Michel, College of Human
Learning and Development has ac
cepted the position of Chairman of the
Division of Educational Management of
Eastern Educational Research
Association. The Association i s plann
ing a research conference for
February, 1982 in Palm Beach, Florida.
Mr. Michel will plan sessions in educa
tional administration for that con
ference.
George has also had his paper, "Of
Citizenship, The Flag Salute and Free
Expression in the Schools", read at
the National Conference of Professors
of Educational Administration in Seat
tle on August 18, 1981.
Dr. Michel has also accepted an in
vitation to be presenter at a sym
posium devoted to the legacy of Lyn
don Johnson to be held in November at
Miami University in Ohio on November
18 and 19, 1981

POLICE DEPT. SEEKS

ARIES: (March 21 to April 19) Accent
your mate, partner and associates.
Good time to entertain small, in timate
groups in your home. You are creative
now, so add the finishing touches to
projects you've been working on
polish and refine.
TAURUS: (April 20 to May 20) Review
the past few months' activities to
evaluate the successes and failures.
Change any negative patterns you
discover in the process. A problem in
the home could be dealt with and solv
ed immediately-don't let it build up.
GEMINI: (May 21 to June 20) You
could get involved in an exciting pro
ject now. Take care of correspondence
that is overdue-letters, phone calls
and visits. Entertaining at home on the
weekend is favored. Invite parents and
family members.
CANCER: (June 21 to July 22) Your
activity cycle is high and time passes
very quickly. Be sure to stick to
schedules and allow enough time for
tasks. Financial matters are changing
and you must carefully evaluate your
expenditures-stick to your budget.
LEO: (July 23 to Aug. 22) Good time
to begin redecoration and repairs
around the home. Energy is high, but
you must take care that you don't over
extend yourself. Make time for rest and
relaxation. Complete projects already
in progress.

SCORPIO: (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Let
others know about your talents and
abilities in a discreet way. Praise and
recognition may come unexpectedly.
Romance could blossom for the unat
tached. Make efforts to pay off loans
and collect money owed to you.
SAGITTARIUS. (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Enjoy penods of nostalgta and reflec
ting on past events, but waste no time
in regrets. You work best in a
cooperative manner now, so conform
to the standards of the group. Double
check schedules if traveling.
CAPRICORN: (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Conflict between your career and per
sonal life can best be handled by
diplomacy and consideration. Not a
time to be critical and bossy. Use your
intuition to evaluate a real estate in
vestment that comes to your attention.
AQUARIUS: (Jan. 20 to Feb. 19) Im
portant communications could
disclose some sort o f secret informa
tion that is beneficial to you. Discuss a
financial matter with an expert in the
field. Strive for friendly relationships
with competitors and partners.
PISCES: (Feb. 19 to March 20) Look
for ways to redecorate and rejuvenate
your home environment. Good time to
enroll in educational courses and in
crease your skills and abilities. Remain
calm and non-aggressive if others are
touchy and irritable.

SPECIALLY DESIGNED
CUSTOM•WATCHES
PRECISE, DURABLE AND DOWNRIGHT ELEGANT,
THE 17 JEWEL GOVERNORS STATE WATCH
GIVES ALL THESE FOR AN UNBELIEVABLY
LOW PRICE!
Everybody wears their College rings to distinguish and identify themselves with
the1r Colleges.
Now, there

IS

a new 1dea which shows your pride and at the same time you can keep

track of time, wh1ch is essential to both students and graduates.
lngen1ously designed, the Governors State exclusive watch has line features ex
pected tn expensive watches. These include:

... 17 .:3wels
... Swiss Shock

Resistant Movement

... Smart Styling
... Fine Performance
... Expandable Watcbband
... Electronically Tested
... Dependability

And, A ONE YEARGUARANTEE!
"Incredible" is the pnly word to describe this

EDUCATION TODAY
By Helene Marshall
As I'm sitting down writing this col
umn, the first thing related to educa
tion that comes to my mind is the
month of September. September might
be just like any other month to you, but
to me from my childhood experiences
September reminds me of the beginn
ing of a school year after a relaxing
summer vacation. Maybe I don't feel
the same concept of the summer vaca
tion now because of my work and my
studies that take place all summer
long, but the idea of September and
new classes interest me exceedingly;
being able to gain more knowledge to
carry with me is very important.
Another reason September stays in
my mind is because I get one year
older. It's hard for my vanity to take,
but I ignore the numbers. Age to me
means little; maybe I know intelligence
and communication do not necessarily

LI BRA: (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Be calm
and methodical now and organize your
weekly schedule. An unexpected
social invitation brings you joy. Be kind
and understanding with mate or part
ner. If both of you are stubborn nothing
is resolved, so compromise a bit

GCWERNORS STATE'S OWN

PATROL OFFICERS
Civil Service Examinations for the
position of Patrol Officer on the City of
Harvey Police Department will be con
ducted. Those interested individuals,
who meet the following requirements,
may pick-up an application at the
Harvey Police Department, 15321
Broadway, Harvey. Applications must
be completed and received by the Har
vey Police Department no later than
September 30, 1981.
1. All applicants must have a high
school education with a diploma or a
GED certification.
2. Applicant must be at least 21 years
old.
3. Upon being hired, applicant must
then become a resident of the City of
Harvey.
4. The test procedure will consist of
an orientation. physical agility test,
written exam, fingerprinting, back
ground investigation, oral interviews,
medical exam, psychological evalua
tion and a polygraph examination.
5. The City of Harvey is especially in
terested in qualified female applicants.
THE CITY OF HARVEY IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

PAGES
VIRGO: (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Business and pleasure mix well now,
so attend social functions where you
can make important contacts. Review
your savings and investment programs
and evaluate the condition of your
financial security. Read, study and
learn.

happen because of a person's age. As
a little child I remember how inquisitive
I was - I wanted to learn about
everything. To this day I not only gain
knowledge from my professors, but
with communications I gain knowledge
from many people of all ages. As I said
in the past, It's so exciting for me to
learn so many areas. I feel I have to
grasp all the knowledge I possibly can,
and as I feel about life - Live it to the
Fullest - Fullest meaning (Complete
ly, but intelligently. without hurting or
destroying others or yourself. having a
sense of ethics.), learn as much as you
can and use it to your benefit and the
benefit of others.

unique precision timepiece.

l shmail Inter Associates,
P.O

Box 7702,

Ch1cago, IL 60680
Please send me

ONLY

S3995

Governors State Exclusive Watch at $39 95 each.

(Add 6% sales tax). Enclosed is my check or money order lor ________
Payment in lull is required.
Name

__
________________________
_

Address -----C1ty ------State ______ Zip
Please Check, Men's -----

Ladies'

------

------

AIIow 3-4 weeks for delivery.

.
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Act ivi ties
McDO N O U G H ,
BA R R OW & S M ITH TO
A P P EA R AT F O L K F EST
Megan McDonough and Barbara Bar
row and Mike Smith, two of the most
popular musical attractions to appear
at Governors State University in recent
years, will return to the campus in Park
Forest South for an Outdoor Folkfest
on Friday, Sept. 18, at 8:00 p.m. in the
Amphitheatre.
McDonough played before an en
thusiastic capacity audience at GSU in
Decemb e r , 1979. Accompanying
herself on the guitar, she will sing
many of her own songs as well as
those of other contemporary com
posers.
Though still in her 20s, McDonough
is a veteran entertainer and a familiar
part of the club and campus scene.
She began her career at age 11,
singing around her hometown of
Crystal Lake. At 15, she won a Chicago
and suburban-wide WLS talent con
test. At 17, she headed west where she
recorded four albums under the
Wooden Nickel/RCA label. She also
was teamed up with the then up and
coming John Denver as an opener.
Denver was so impressed that he
wrote the liner notes to her " Megan
Music" album. During this period, she
appeared in such faraway places as
New York City (Caregie Hall, no less),
Washington, D.C., Chicago, New York
and Hollywood, as well as college cam
puses all over the country.
The company she has kept attests
her talent. They include H arry Chapin,
Steve Martin, America, Don Mclean,
Jim Stafford, Lou Rawls, Steppenwolf,
Tom Chapin Jose Feliciano, Robert
Kline, and many others. She also has
appeared on such TV shows as AM
Chicago, Weekend Edition, Made in
Chicago and the Billy Wheeler Show in
Nashville.
Smith and Barrow previously played
the local campus at the first Outdoor
Folkfest in August, 1979, as a backup
act. They were a hit then, just as they
have been in Detroit, Florida and
Georgia. The Orlando, Fla. , Sentinel
Star said, " There is a very special thrill
(no other words will do) about this pair
of people with wonderful faces. "
Barbara Barrow plays the piano and
sings, primarily songs written by
Smith, who also plays the guitar. His
songs have been featured by such
famous recording stars as Steve Good
man, Bonnie Koloc and Spanky and
Our Gang. His most popular song to
date, "The Dutchman, " has been
recorded by at least 11 artists.
Smith and Barrow have appeared at
numerous Chicago clubs, including
The Earl of Oldtown and Somebody
Else's Troubles. Campus dates include
University of Miam1, Pasadena College
of Technology, Purdue Univeristy,
Setan Hall University and Wayne State
University.
The evening will be concluded with a
fire works display.
The Outdoor Folkfest, sponsored by
the Gu Student Activities Office , is free
to GSU students. General admission I S
$3.00 for the public and $2.00 for GSU
faculty, staff, members of the GSU
Alumni Association and senior citizens
and $1.00 for non-GSU students with in
dentification cards.

Band Seeks
Ins trumentalists
The University-Community ::>ympno
nic Band at Governors State University
began rehearsals for its third full
season on Tuesday evening, Sept. 1, at
7:30 p.m. in the Music Recital Hall.
Director Robert W. Hindsley has
issued a call for experienced instru
mentalists tl)roughout the southern
Chicagoland area.
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Ms. Megan McDonough

BPA
N EWSL I N E
by Judith Gustawson
Graduation Applications for
December graduates are due i n the
BPA Dean's Office no later than Oc
tober 1, 1981. You can pick up the
necessary application forms in the
Dean 's Office or in the Registrar's of
fice.
Also, we still have copies of the pro
posed schedule for BPA classes for
the Winter and Spring/Summer 1982
terms. You are welcome to a copy of
this proposed schedule. Stop by for a
copy.
The College of Business and Public
Administration and the Office of Spe
cial Programs are both delighted with
the enrollments in the two off-campus
programs in business offered this Fall.
We have four courses at Kankakee
Community College; two undergra
duate and two graduate: and thirteen
courses at Dempster School in Mt. Pro
spect, nine undergraduate and four
graduate. Plans are underway for Win
ter classes. We were surprised to learn
that many of our continuing students
have been served by these off-campus
courses as well. Chicago residents
have an option of going to the Mt. Pro
spect location and Kankakee area
students are able to take some of their
classes closer to home.
Students beginning this term as Stu
dents-At-Large who intend to enter
BPA and earn a degree are encourag
ed to submit their Applications for Ad
mission early so that their coursework
can be approved for their intended pro
gram.
Graduate Students-At- Large
who intend to become degree seeking
should plan on completing the GMAT
or GRE in October as well as newly ad
mitted students. Check in the Dean's
Office if you have any questions.
N<:!w Faces in BPA this academic
year include Professor Joseph Fitz
patrick and Professor Clinton Walker in
the Accounting Department: Dr. Robert
Hart and Professor Ralph Haug in Man
agement: and Professor Regina Mikus
and Professor Harry Johnson in Mar
keting. Returning faculty this trimester
include Dr. Jane Wells (Mathematics),
Dr. William Flodin (Finance), Professor
Charles Olson (Markettng), and Dr.
Richard Vorwerk (Public Administra
tion). Other new changes in BPA in
cludes a new Acting Division Chair for
Accounting and Finance, Dr. R1chard
Finkley.

CHA N G ES I N
COL L E G E SEX
ATT I T U D ES
Attitudes of college students about
sex and sex roles is a turning point
from the liberal attitudes of the '60s
sexual revolution to the new conserva
tism sweeping the nation.
Students are learning that some
ideas espoused during the previous
decade simply do not work and are tak
Ing for granted many of the other con
cepts concerning individual freedom
and responsibility.
Most students term the present view
of sex on campus as healthier than that
of 10 years ago. No longer is sex the
pivotal issue in a relationship and many
students reject the notion that there is
a correlation between sexual pro
miscuity and maturity.
With the changing political climate of
the "60s came a new view of moral
issues and students increasingly ig
nored previO U. 3 values about sex and
love. Living together lost the stigma of
shacking up as many students begin to
build a new kind of casual yet long
term relationship with their partners.
Colleges finally reacted to these
changes in moral standards by loosen
ing dorm restrictions in the '70s. As the
demand for social contact with mem
bers of the opposite sex increased,
more universities offered coed dorms,
where students would have the oppor
tunity to interact in a two-sex, "real
life" environment.
The coed arrangements varies from
two sexes sharing the same room to
sexes being divided by floors. The suc
cess of coed dorms is varied. Many
universities still have the arrangement
available. However at some schools,
such as the University of Iowa, the ex
periment failed. Many attribute this to a
feeling by students that the coed situa
tion promoted an orgy-like atmo
sphere.
Those predictions did not hold. and
most students now find that they have
no special desire to date people in
their dorm. In fact many say the situa
tion discourages dating, as students
are given the opportunity to observe
the less romantic aspects of their
counterpart's lives.
The same trend doesn t necessarily
follow for off-campus coed relation
ships. Many students who" started liv
ing together in apartments out of con
venience found themselves tn deeper
relationships. But the romance usually
didn 't move quickly. Often students liv
ed together for months before a rela-

tionship developed, and of course,
many times students never went
beyond being friends.
The secrecy surrounding coed living
arrangements has not changed much
over the past several years. Many
students still do not tell their parents
that they are living with someone.
Much of the stigma of "shacking up"
still prevails. At some universities,
students can get a "same sex room
mate" service, in which a paid student
pretends to be a roommate for so
meone who does not want his or her
parents to know where - and with
whom - he or she is living.
Among students, however, there is
more acceptance of coed roommates.
Those who prefer not to share their
space with someone of the opposite
sex at least are usually understanding
of those who do. M uch are the earlier
bad connotations associated with liv
ing together have been shed since the
sexual revolution.
What effect the new conservative
trend might have on sex in colleges,
though, is still unknown. Predictions of
tightening moral standards and less
tolerance of alternate lifestyles have
not yet materialized. But if the new
climate holds for a long period of time,
American universities may well see
more restrictions on living . ar
rangements, both from officials and
from peers.
Something which is new on the
scene is an increased sense of respon
sibility for the live-in partner. Part of
the concept of the sexual revolution of
the '60s was the feeling that relation
ships should be more casual with less
commitment. Recently, however, a
premium has been placed on stability
and students are finding more and
more that when they enter a live-in
agreement, some things will be ex
pected of them. More students now
report that their coed lifestyles seem
more like marriage than like room
mates.
Along with other changes following
the sexual revolution has been the
shift in gender roles. Economic and
social conditions have forced men into
accepting a stronger and more aggres
sive role for women. With this change,
however , there have been increased
pressures on women to move first in a
relationship. Some men report a reluc
tance to ask out women in this new age
of independence and the fear of rejec
tion is greater than ever. t-jow long the
adjustment to the nation's new mating
coeds might take is unknown.
Views about people who live
together is not the only change in sex
ual attitudes that has occurred over the
past few years. Also freed by the sex
ual revolution have been people involv
ed in interracial relationships. A great
er amount of tolerance is now found for
interracial dating on college cam
puses , but it seems to be a one-way
street. Many black men date white
women, but few black women have re
lationships with white men. In fact,
some black women report a feeling of
loneliness and rejection at this at
titude.
The shock value of the sexual revolu
tion seems to have disappeared. No
longer are eyebrows raised when
someone announces unusual living ar
rangements or sexual tastes. The em
phasis has shifted from actions to atti
tudes, with more people thinking about
what they are doing instead of doing it.
Responsibility is now a buzz word for
any college relationship. More alterna
tives are open for students seeking
variety in their lives. and people are
more willing to accept moral codes dif
ferent from their own. What new direc
tion sex attitudes on campuses may
take is unclear, but it seems certain
that student's needs and wants will be
able to adapt to almost any social
clime.

w

The INNOVATOR is looking for two
part-t1me workers: one student report
er and one secretary I typ1st to fill ex
isting vacancies. QUALIFICATIONS:
Applicants must be on College work
study and reg1stered for a minimum of
6 credit hours. Call the INNOVATOR of
fice at EXT. 2260 or 2140 for interview
appointmE>nt Ask for Eddy.
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I l l i nois
L a n d s ca pe
No. 5

by John Henry

Park
Text and photos
by Buzz Hume
A short distance behind the A wing
of the building lies the largest piece of
metal sculpture by a contemporary
American artist. Cal led "Il linois Land
scape No. 5," the work stands out as a
striking monument to the school, the
prairie, and the very institution of
Modern Art.
I was attracted to the piece even
before I became a student, and its form
has never ceased to evoke wonder and
admiration in me. Appearing like some
giants' pick up sticks frozen in space,
the huge beams seem ready to collapse at any moment. It is indeed an
engineering marvel.

Overall view of the sculpture

Sizes vary with view

After several more recent visits, I
began noticing other things about it.
There appear to be several paradoxes
implicated in the structure. It appears
to be on the brink of about to fal l apart,
yet is strong and solid, a unified whole.
On first glance it seems to contrast
sharply with the surrounding prairie,
but on a closer view one can see the
steel mimicing the surrounding area of

The sun adds contrast
gently rolling hills. Indeed, it may serve
as an excellent transition between the
grassland and the school, combining
the hard lines of the modern architec
ture with the gentle curves and muted
colors of the prairie.
Both ends of the piece cons1st ot a
long beam connected at an angle to a
shorter beam. This long-short arrange
ment is again found in the central sec
tion , along with three very long beams.
The top of the h1ghest (central) "hi l l " is
marked by a long beam at a very steep
angle .

Complex angles flow forward
Angles thrust into space from
all directions

Rising and fal l ing beams form "hil ls"
John Henry has, it seems to me,
created a metaphor of the prairie, of
the Illinois landscape. The viewer can
see a multitude of patterns and images
in the arrangement of the beams.
Here, simple become complex; there
is no one or best way of looking at it.
"Il linois Landscape No. 5" is a
sculpture that grows and changes with
the viewer and the angle at which it is
seen.
It is something that stands for the
land and the people, a representation
of both nature and man. I hope that you
will take a short walk out behind the
school and join in the experience.

Lanscape merging with sculpture
A huge cross is formed by ce.nter beams

J OBS
SEE J O B MART, PAGE 8
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Job Mart
The postings in the "Job Mart" are for GSU students and alumni who are R EG I ST E R ED W I T H THE UNIV E RSI T Y PLAC E M ENT O F FICE. We

will be happy to furnish information if you will come into the Placement Office and present the Job Number shown above the position in which

you are interested. If you have a completed and up to date credential file in t he Placement Office but it is impossible for you to get into our office
during office hours, please contact M rs. M ary Hughes at Extension 2163-4.
E-EL-637 SPEECH

B U S I N ESS

B-OT HER-no. 1 53 VARIOUS POSITONS
Systems engineers. Sr. or Pr. Systems Engineer,
Technical Writer, Oevelopment or Sr. Development
Engineer,

Programmer,

analyst,

Panel

system

checkout, tech. administrative secretary , general
clerk, Word processing. All of these positions are
now open and in the Arlington Heights, area.
Large Chicago Hotel Is looking for a person who
can type 50-55WM have had some office exper.
Must be good with people, and enjoy working in a
fast paced environment. Hours: 8-4pm, Salary:
Insurance, 2 wks pd vacation.

Also travel ben. with other hotels.
Sales representative needed f o r selling fabricated
items.

Need

Bac h e l o r ' s

of

to

have

Science

drafting

degree.

and

a

Salary:

$22,000.00-$25.000 . 00 Major M e d . accident. Health
and dental. In Kankakee area.
B-ACC-no. 1 43 ACCOUNTANT
Salary is dependent of ex

perience. Joliet, Illinois area.

Placement

list

of

a

variety

of

professional,

managerial. Industrial as well as general employ
ment. All over the Chicago and suburban areas.
There

are

positions

open

Teacher and one Nurse.

for

one

Preschool

This is for the 1 981 -82

school year. applications are being currently ac
cepted. location is in Roselle, Illinois.
Need a B.D. High School teacher, part of SMA 10

ECHO, Speed, More.

Hours 8-3:30

pm .

$15,000 .00 somewhere in this area.

TEACHING

AND

COUNSELOR

Salary

Institute days

are August 28 and 30th. Classes start September
3. 1981 .

with

reading / study

skills

Two positions for speech

therapists

full time.

E-H E-2669 N U RSE FACULTV
and

in

bachelor of

science

program students, to administer, develop, etc.

Academic year (9 months) Qualil: Master's degree
in nursing required with clinical and teaching ex

year's experience prefer. Salary: $ 1 2 ,81 3 for 9

perience

months .in the Janesville, Wisconsin area.

Salary commensurate with qualifications.

psychiatric-mental

health

nursing.

Need

We have teaching positions open in the U .S. and

master's degree in counseling or related field and

Overseas. For more information see the place

two year's e xperience prefer. Salary: $1 2,81 3 for 9

ment office.

months. in the Janesville, Wisconsin area.

E-OTHE R-753 PRE SCHOOL TEACHE R

E-EL-633 SOCIAL WORKER

We need ( 2 ) pre-school teachers, in t h e H y d e Park

Social worker for the Blue Island area, must have

area.

childhood

commenusurate with experience.

elementary education or psychology would prefer

Qualifications:

prefer

development

or

degree
related

in

early

field

like

E-SEC-695 BUSINESS EOUCA.

1 year e x perience. Salary depending on educa

Business Education, accounting, typing or can

tion.

shift. Qualil. Certification.

E-HE-no. 2667 VARIETY OF CLERICAL TECH, AD
MIN.

without experience $ 1 1 ,220.00. Chicago Area.
E-SP-431

SOCIAL

WORKER

BO/LD.

COO R 

M a n y positions open in the San Diego area. For

DINATOR

more information see our placement office.

Joliet school needs a social worker must have

E-SP-no. 438 3 TEACHING JOBS

MSW degree and type 73 State of Illinois cert.

These positions are in the Rochester, Mn, area.

Also a coordinator diagnostic services, must have

Teacher for the emotionally disturbed. To qualify:
you must hold a Minnesota teaching license for

Illinois certif. in supervision and instruction.

the emotionally distrubed.

Begin as soon as

B O / L D teacher must have State of Ill certif. with

possible.

type 10 in BO and L D .

eight years prior experience. EQ.O/ A A E .

Salary: degree level and maximum of

E-SP-431 CO-ORO OF M U SIC

E-HE-no. 2671 INST RUCTOR
Position available: General Bus mess Instructor.

Min. offour years

Need master's degree in business to:

Instruct

teaching e x perience, and be thoroughly familiar

classes in all levels of Business. This is tor a

with phases of Music Education. Joliet Area also.

C h icago

City

College

system.

Starting

date

E-PL-no.57 VARIETY OF JOBS

September 23, 1 981

Many Jobs out of state through Eastern University

teaching experience.

placement.

E-HE-no. 2662 ASSISTANT TO T H E DIRECTOR

Salary commensurate with

E-SEC-no.697 SCHOOL PRINC.

To assist the director in the selection, develop
ment supervision and evaluation of data center

a principal. must meet certification requirements

personnel and students assistants. plus more.

and live In the district. Salary $28,000-$30,000.

Qualil: two to three years of professional ex

Send resume and credentials.

perience

information

systems

applications

E-SEC-no.698 OIRECTOR /COM M U EO.

demonstrating knowledge of programming, ap

Need director of community education, no. 75 Cer

propriate equipment. a n d supervisory skills.

tif.

Bachelor's Degree required, a Masters preferred.

E-PL-no. 58 A VARIETY OF JOBS.

Danbury Connecticut.

We have a variety of positions open 10 ana all

E-He-no. 2663 OUT OF STATE COLLEGE JOBS

A

around the state.

A variety of positions available such as: Facul

E-OTHE R-752 TEACHING POSITION

ty/ Marketing, Oir of Research. Oir. of teaching and

Teaching positions open in the Los Angeles coun

learning ctr . , Asst Prof/ Housing/ interior design.

ty area, elementary, Secondary, special areas,

etc. all out of state.

vocational teachers, R . O . P . administration and an

E-HE-no.2664 TEAC H E R /COMPUTER

cillary.

To

E-HE-no. 2660 FACULTY A D M I N . POSITIONS

dependent on Qualif.

teach

computer

science,

Spring

82

Rank

Master's Degree in Com

University of Miami needs a variety of faculty ad

puter Science and broad experience in MIS re
quired Ph.D. preferred. Danbury, Connectic u t .

2661

FINANCIAL

AID

ASSIST

AND

E-SP-no.435 TEACHERS

ASSIST. REGIST. AOMISS. OFFICER

RAGO

These positions are open to people wtJo have Bil

sion of aged 4-21 .

ingual (Spanish/ English) skills a B.A. degree or

Type 1 0 Certificate.

equivalence of 5 years experience.

E-PL-no. 56 VARIETY OF JOBS

Salary 1 3 ,000

Association

for

Retarded

citizens,

B . S . / B . A . in Special Education

to 16,000 . Maintain accurate and detailed academic

A variety of jobs for a University in Charleston, Il

records

linois

ACROA.
Master's
perience.

of

all

students

Bi-lingual
degree,

plus

in

accordance

(Spanish/ English)
two years

with
quail.

related

ex

knowledge of computer system ap

proaches to record keeping etc.

Chicago Area.

Salary: 1 2 ,000 to 1 5 ,000 .
E-H E-2674 1NSTRUCTORs. STAFF
Jr. College i s looking for an automotive services
instructor, also for the Inmate educational training
program. Qua lit. Master's degree. Joliet area.
E-H E-2675 STU D E N T EMPL Y .
Need one university counselor (student employ
ment) for a Detroit based university. Salary range:
$14,720-$1 9 , 180.

E-SEC-696 TEACHER
school, high junior college level. Areas in New

health center in the field of primarycare. Posses
medicine with at least three years experience in
the practice of medicine.

Salary: for 1 0 month

Support staff vacancies, in the San Luis Obispo,
Cali f . area. University is in need of clerical assists,
medical transcribers, Data Entry. student affairs
o

custodian,

r

k

e

r

esh

s

/

account.

c

a

s

counter

h

i

e

r

,

dishroom workers.

problems.

Need

family

teaching

tion high school grad. or equivalent; two years of
experience working with youth and a valid drivers'
license. Preferred: bachelor degree in human ser
vices or to lour years successful experience in
working with special needs youth in residential
treatment. Train and or Certi. Park Ridge.
Need case manager and counselor. Ful lime job in
a women's crisis center. Will work with women
who must leave their homes because of domestic
MSW Or

Master's

degree in

human services preferred. Some evenings and
weekends. Palos Area.

age must be between 21 and 35. Good vision - con
ed . Good character. Psychological and Polygraph
tests will be required. High School diploma or
Dead

line

for

applications

September 18. 1981 .
department

of

housing

and

urban

Community Planning and Development open. This
1s in the Chicago area. M i n . Qau l . . three years of
general e x perience and three years of specialized
e x perience. Plus more. Selective placement fac
tors:

E-H E-2657 STAFF FOR U N IVERSITY
More staff jobs open for September, same Univer

knowledge

Development

of

Act

housing

1 974

as

and
in

Community

19n.

Salary:

$32.048.00. 9 / 1 8/81
openings

for

the

life

science

research areas. For more information please see
the placement office.
pos1tion

for

teacher.

youth

services.

Available now. Qualif. Degree of certificate from
accredited

business.

Discipline

Metallurg y .

Matenals

S-OTHER-no. 54-E N G I N E E R , ASSIST SCIENTIST,
ENG.

business

tific

fields.

strong

Degree level

equivalent

preferred Ph. D. or a

background

in

applied

science /engineering and or math as well as work
areas described.
S-OTH ER-61-SCI!:NTIFIC ASSIST. ASSOCIATE
Looking for a scientific assistant and a scientific
associate. Staff position. Degree level preferred
Master's in science. discipline microbiology. least
3 years in mamaiian cell culture methodologies.
ability to analyze and determine q uantitatively dif
cells. Westmont. Illinois.
S-OTHER-62-ACCO U N T A N T . ACCT. SR . / ASSIST
ENGI N . , ENVIRO N . , SCIE N T .
Available j o b openings-staff a n d salaried . Degree
level preferred, B . S .. M B A desirable. Discipline:
Finance. accounting or Business. For more in

S-NU R-no. 84-SUPERVISOR
To provide direct supervision of S . P . O . Personnel.
Decontamination. preps, packaging and steriliza
tion o: equipment. Min. 2 years central experi
hours are 8-5 pm . Salary: low $20s. Full benefits.
Gary. Indiana area.

M IS C E L LA N E O U S

M-OTHER-234 SALES

Sales minded for the sales of T-Shirts, mugs. cups
sion basis, Mass. Co.
M-ML-228 VARIOUS/INSUR.
We have a variety of Insurance related positions
open.

u n d erwriting.

associate.

senior

supervisor

marketing

Analyst work management.

acu tarial

research

analyst.

Salaries start from

Need 2 people for (1) lifeguard duty, part time,
mornings and ( 1 ) swim Instructor. Please make an
appoint phone. Park Forest South
M-OTH ER-no. 231 HORIZONTAL BAR
A 3rd shift position for horizontal bar operator. ex
per wd3 years on horiz. bar. Must be able to read
and work from blueprints and use most precision
machinist tools. Salary per hour $6.89. Also torch
cutter and vertical mill operator. These are trainee
positions . Chicago. area.
M-OTHER-no. 230 REPAIR TEC H N .
Benchwork technic�an will repair 1 6 m m f i l m and
super 8 projectors, most machines used in school
systems that can't be fixed on site. Knowledge of
machines like protectors. hours 8:30 to 5:00 pm.
Salary based on e xperience bonus given by pro
Alsip. Illinois area.

M - M L-no. 407 ENGIN E E RS/ANAYL MORE:
A

�anety of positions in these and other business

areas.
M - M L-no. 408 FEDERAL JOBS

P.S.-LO-no. 304-TEACHER/ YOUTH
Staff

Ph.D.

Science, Ceramics, Solid State Physics.

duction levels

PS-FE 0-637-LIFE RESEARCH
Government

ing for an Assistant Scientist. Degree level prefer
red

measuring instruments. Must have own personal

PS-FEO-no. 635-0IRECTOR, PLAN N E R
U .S.

SC I E N C E

S-OTHER-no. 63-STA F F . SCIENTIST

M-OTHER-no. 232 LIFE GUARD

Suburban village i s looking for a police patrolman.

The

Northbrook. Illinois area.

$1 6.465.00 to $27.000.00.

P U B L I C S E RV I C E

PS-LAW-40-PATROLMAN

equivalent.

&

Mit. Hours fle x . degree not req . : $18.000-23,000.

glasses and baseball caps. This is on a commis

HS-COUN-no. 1 76-CASE M G R / COUNS.

GED

ASPS

Illinois.

Agency that works with youths with behavioral and

Qualil.

e q u i pment

formation stop in the placement office. Westmont,

HS-COUN-no 1 75-COUNSEL YOUTH
emotional

O . E .C .

ferentiation markers in normal blood and leukemia

E-HE-no.2656 STAFF FOR U N IVE RSITY

w

with

or these experience in or closely related to the

forms a variety of medical dulles at the campus

officers,

E x perience

operating system Basic plus programming logic.

W e have openings in t h e engineenng a n d scien

Need teachers, beginners and e x perienced. pre

an

ministrators.
E-HE-no.

For further information see the

development has the position for Deputy Director,

Secondary School in Genoa. Illinois is looking for

in

liinancial aids.

placement office.

tact lenses permitted. healthy and agility Is stress

Coordinator of music, must have masters degree,
state of Ill. Celli!. i n Music .

Programmer analyst,

director of Student Activities. Assistant Director of

violence.

masters degree in special education or audiology.
A

available.

couples and assistant family teachers. Qualifica

State of Ill, Certif. and M . A . in social work. Salary

Salary

N e e d t o staff University in Calumet, Indiana. The
are

:

isting systems some design, analysis and codmg

A large laboratory in the Chicago suburbs is look

E-HE-no.2673 S T A F F AT U N I V E R .

H U MA N S E R V I C ES

E-HE-no. 2670 TEACHING

Hours 8-3 pm.

15 hours academic load

max.

period: $4,050-$4,902.00 per month.

degree in N u rsing program for registered nurses.

Counselor in skills development center.

week at $240.00 monthly.

For 12 hours a

sion of current valid California license to practice

(specialist) duties are to coordinate delivery to all

E-HE-2654 COUNSELOR

Skills in reading case law and searching for case

E-HE-no. 2655 PHYSICIAN II

Crystal Lake

in

Student admitted as a graduate. Qualifications:

Under the direction of the Medical Director per

E-EL-no. 635 SPEECH T H E RA PIST

nursing program.

ship. Student must be in good academic standing.

York. New Jersey. Connecticut. Pennsylvania

E-EL-no. 634 TEACHER

Need n ursing faculty. to teach associate degree in
teacher,

minimum of 6 hours each trimester of assistant

following

E-SP-no. 436 HIGH SCHOOL TEACH

Certificate type

At G . S . U . Must be a student registered for

law at the federal and state level.

Need to staff a California based technical college.

Quail!: Master's degree in appropriate field, two •

.

E-HE-no. 2666 A VARIETY OF PROFES, MANAG
ERIAL, IN OUST

We have a variety of positions open.

POSIT.
English

.. ... '

son.

E-H E-2668 STAFF OF COLLEGE

E D U C AT I O N
E - H E-2654

(K-12) for the south Beloit, Illinois area.

Day Care Center. Chicago.

Need begmner to 1 year ex perience, will train,
must be a graduate.

T-262-PROGRAM ANALYST

For new systems installations maint enhance ex

Serves 35 Districts. Job:

B-SALES-196 SALES R E P .
steel

E-HE-no. 2672 (GSU) RESEARCH A D M .
N e e d Educational administration research per

E-EL-no. 636 PRE-SCHOOL TEACH E R / N U RSE

B-CL-no.35 RECEPTIONIST

$1 1 ,000 per year.

Looking for one speech / language correctionist -

college,

major

in

secretarial science or related field.

Minimum of two years experience as a typing
teacher. Must be resident of Will or Grundy coun
ty . Salary: $12,800.

There are many jobs open both 1n the U . S . and
overseas.
M-OTHER-no. 233 JOB DOOR ATTENOTS.
Large North (near) side hotel is looking lor two
persons

who

would

like

to

meet

and

greet

patrons. park cars. open doors, call cabs in a
friendly manner. Prefer a person or persons who
have had e x perience with the general public. Must

PS-FEO-no 634-PROC U R E M E N T MANG.
Applications closed on October 1 4 . 1 981 , air Ioree
institute of techn. currently has a civilian vacancy
tor a professor of procurement management. Ohio
area.

be good in commun ications, outgoing. and mature
10 demeanor.

two shifts: 7am-2pm and 2pm-7pm.

Salary: 2.50 per hour however the tips average
about $40.00 per day. Also good benefits.
M-OTHER-no. 229 STATIONARY E N G I N E E R

P.S .-ST-no. 180-PLANNING TECH N .
W e are looking for a planning technician, the
salary - $10,433-$1 1 ,661 lo start. A minimum of two
years college work in planning or related field.
Rock Island, Ill.

Need a stationary engineer f o r the boiler room.
Qualif:

must have Chicago stationary liscense

operating

high

to work any

sity and in the San Luis Obispo area in California.

press

boilers.

Please

llscense prior to refering applicant.
shift,

make

repa�rs.

verify

Must be able
work

above

ground ladder work and have own tools, repair

E-HE-no.2658 MEDIA PRODUCTION TECHS

heating.

T EC H N I C A L

Career opportunities at San Diego State Universi
ty.

T-no. 263-COM P U T E R

E-SP-no. 433 SPECIAL EO.

N e e d computer e n t r y , Glenwood. lilino1s area.

Private home is looking for a person to rotate

T-261-SYSTEMS ENG I N .

every other weekend on a live in situation from Fri

Looking

day to Sunday at 7:00 pm. Child is 12 years of age

systems design. qualil: 2 years AA In systems

for

systems

engineer

cooling

and

air

conditioning

and

refrigeration equipment. heaters. pumps. steams,

who

knows

weight is 50 lbs. has cerebal palsy. is non-verb,

design and 2 years experience or mechanical

communicates with a lap board. auto-Co m . Salary

engineer. 8:00 to 4:30 Salary: $13.050.00 and up.

for weekend is $50.00 plus room and board.

t.tonee. Illinois.

and return lines. Chicago. Area.

A DVERT I SE
I N T HE
.I N·N Q.V ATO R

